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Abstract 
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Coupled Encoded Microdisk Array Patch 
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Graduate School 

Seoul National University 

 

 

 

In this dissertation, I present a thumbnail-size circular adhesive patch for 

quantifying multiplexed proteins secreted from skin. This technology, named as 

microdisk array patch, is composed with an array of microdisks. The microdisk 

could capture its target protein specifically through antibody immobilized on the 

surface, and transduce the quantity of protein into light signal by fluorescence-

assisted sandwich immunoassay. This small size is achieved through two features: 

micro-sized disk with shape code and a self-assembly process that places a library 
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of microdisks in a compact array. 

Through the self-assembly process, the microdisks with 100 μm in diameter and 

15 μm in thickness are placed in a 1 cm x 1 cm area of microwell array, in parallel 

and scalable aspect. This compact array with about 500 microdisks allows the 

fabrication of a thumbnail-size patch by replicating this self-assembled array with 

1.6 cm of circular adhesive tape. This replicate, or a microdisk array patch, then is 

applied to the skin surface to grab target proteins.  

As demonstrations, the microdisk array patch targeting seven human cytokines, 

namely IFN-γ, IL-17A, IL-1α, IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF-α is applied to three skin 

regions (inner forearm, axilla, forehead) as well as three different healthy volunteers 

(inner forearm). From these demonstrations, it is verified that the multiplexed 

immunoassay is capable on the skin surface and the dynamic range of patch lies in 

an expression level of healthy human. To emphasize the advantage on ease in 

handling coming from small size, microdisk array patches composed with 

singleplex anti-psoriasin microdisk are attached on 8 skin sites throughout body 

simultaneously and successfully quantified the target protein. Utilization of this 

platform to detect the skin response under skin barrier disruption by quantifying 

changes in the level of cytokines of the stimulated skin sites is exhibited as well. 

The results indicate that microdisk array patch can not only detect changes in 

cytokine concentration in accordance with the degree of stimulus, but also resolve 
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the spatial distribution of the stimulus. 

I envision that the microdisk array patch offers the convenient method to quantify 

multiplexed skin secreted proteins and has an ability to accelerating the 

accumulation of protein profiles originated skin. 
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Chapter 1  
 
Introduction 

 

 

 

 

Skin assessment is of great interest in both dermatology and cosmetic field. There 

has been several technologies that measure physical properties of human skin based 

on optical device or electrical approaches. Despite of their widespread usages, in 

the aspect that the skin is a barrier between internal physiology and external 

pathogenic environment, the assessments based on physical properties could not 

cover the intervention on origins of physiological changes in skin. In that sense, 

proteins secreted by skin have considerable potential applications as biomarkers for 

interpreting skin conditions. Non-invasive methods to monitor skin residual 

proteins has been developed in recent years but versatility of these methods is 

limited by inconvenience in handling and bulky size of the feature. Here, I present 

a thumbnail-size adhesive patch containing an array of microdisks that can capture 

multiple proteins from skin surface directly and simultaneously. A small and ease-

to-handle patch that can quantify multiple proteins on the skin surface is obtained. 
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1.1 Structure and function of human skin 
 

The skin is the largest organ of the body, occupying an area of approximately 2 m2 

in adults. This organ provides an interface between the body and environment for a 

life-long duration1. Therefor the skin continuously responds to both external stimuli 

and internal physiological activity2–4. The responses are occurring throughout three-

layered skin structures: Epidermis, dermis and hypodermis. Epidermis, which 

forms the uppermost surface, is an epithelium with a cornified layer. Epidermis is 

non-vascularized and consists of mainly keratinocytes. These keratinocytes migrate 

from a proliferative basal cell layer to superficial layer of skin, experiencing 

flattened and cell death process called cornification; thereby providing physical 

resistance and water barrier to skin organ5. 

 

Figure 1.1 Structure and cellular components of the skin in mice and humans1 
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Dermis is a connective tissue with 2 mm thickness and consists primarily by 

fibroblast. These fibroblasts produce collagen fibers which are the main structural 

component of the skin; the various types of collagen fibers gives strength to skin as 

well as elasticity and resilience6. 

Hypodermis is an adipose tissue that is vascularized and connects basal part of 

connective tissue. In addition to physical barrier function of the skin, this organ also 

takes a role of an active barrier especially a first line in immunity. The immunity in 

the skin is evoked primarily by infection or invasion of bacteria but also internal 

physiological milieu. The maintenance of immune homeostasis in the skin relies on 

an equilibrium between different cellular and microbial components. Dysregulation 

of this equilibrium contributes to the pathogenesis of inflammatory skin diseases 

such as psoriasis7. 

 

1.2 Skin assessment technologies 
 

In dermatology, the histological analysis of biopsies are utilized as a gold standard 

to analyze physiology and pathology of the skin8. This procedure, including punch 

biopsy involves surgical removal of a locally anesthesia skin. After the sampling 

process, the skin tissue are stained with dyes to label specific cells, cellular 

components or structures. The hematoxylin and eosin (HE) staining and 
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immunohistochemical method that labels the specific antigens by antibody are 

widely used dying methodologies. Examination of dyed skin tissue is carried out 

by microcopy. While these procedures offers deep understanding of pathogenic 

features and formalized form of assessment results, taking biopsies is invasive and 

patients may experience discomfort during the procedure9. 

Another widely used method to analyze skin condition in dermatology is ocular 

assessment. Being easily accessible, dermatologists can rely on their visual grading 

of clinical signs to evaluate the type and severity of skin diseases as well as the 

efficacy of treatments10. This has led to the definition of several scores for the 

severity of skin diseases based on visual grading of clinical signs such as erythema, 

the level of scaling, swelling and area. Examples include the Psoriasis Area and 

Severity Index (PASI) and the Scoring Atopic Dermatitis Index (SCORAD)11,12. 

Despite their reliability when performed by trained physicians, visual assessments 

remain subjective, ambiguity and most importantly, cannot appreciate the processes 

uncovering below the surface of the skin9,10. 

 

1.2.1 Skin assessment based on physical properties 
Recent decades, many researchers have focused on the technologies that uncover 

invisible dermatologic information, especially on physical properties13. These 

technologies, namely TEWL, Raman microspectroscopy, RCM, provide objective 
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and non-invasive biophysical or optical measurements of skin properties. Most of 

these electronic devices are focused on hydration of the stratum corneum by 

measurements of conductance or capacitance on the skin surface14. For example, 

the measurement of TEWL can indirectly estimate the integrity of the barrier 

function of the skin. Another major category of these physical assessment 

technologies measure the interaction of light with skin structures or exiting photons 

in various skin components. Raman microspectroscopy, for instance, utilizes 

inelastic scattering to measure the biochemical composition of the skin13. 

Reflectance confocal microscopy (RCM) exploits the difference in refractive 

indexes between the cell and the surrounding tissue providing morphological 

images. Also, there are several image analysis technologies especially from the 

cosmetics. They are composed with optic components to capture image of client’s 

face in a controlled environment and computing components to analyze 

comprehensive factors of image; color, texture, wave and direction of wrinkle, etc. 

 

1.2.2 Skin assessment based on biochemical properties 
Beside the physical properties, the skin possesses variety of biochemicals, 

especially metabolites. Large portion of these metabolites including glucose, acids, 

lipids, and a sort of proteins are excreted from the skin through sweat or sebum. 

Measuring these molecules has a huge potential as a biomarker to assess the state 
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of skin, the severity or development of disease. The measurement of molecules has 

been exploited as a comprehensive measurement by analysis technologies such as 

mass spectrometry15, Next-generation sequencing or qPCR8,16 as well as a 

colorimetric or electrical transducing for real-time monitoring17–20. 

Sampling these metabolite followed by mass spectrometry analysis, for instance, 

has been described with invaluable data by Pawel L. Urban group15,21,22. 

 

Figure 1.2 Hydrogel patch for skin metabolites anaylsis23 

 

As shown in figure 1.2, hydrogel patch made of agarose is attached to the skin 

surface and absorbs sweat that harbors metabolites. After 10 minutes of sampling, 

the metabolite-absorbed is analyzed by nanospray desorption electrospray 

ionization. They claims that their method is more suitable to research on human 

sweat in aspect of less time-consuming due to hydrogel based sample collection. 
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They conduct proposed method to 9 healthy volunteers and measure tens of 

metabolites mainly organic compounds. The results from mass spectrometry show 

that personal differences in lactic acid (a), serine (b), threonine (c), pyroglutamic 

acid (d), urocanic acid (e) and histidine (f) as shown in figure 1.3. 

 

Figure 1.3 Personal difference in sweat metabolites23 

 

On the other hands, there have been plenty of valuable researches on “wearable 

patch” for real-time monitoring. They utilize poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) or 

polyester with low Young’s modulus for stable attachment on human skin surface. 
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These wearable devices’ purpose is to stay on skin for several to tens of hours, 

reading the secretion of skin in real-time. Lactate chloride, glucose, pH and the 

amount of water are usual targets that are easily transduced into color or electrical 

signal. However, in the protein detection, they lack in multi-plexibility due to their 

transducing strategy. 

 

1.3 Skin protein profiling methods and target proteins 
 

As mentioned before, the skin is the largest organ in the human body and harbors 

information on responses to both external stimuli and internal physiology. The skin 

response is orchestrated by a number of effector molecules secreted by residing 

cells; these secreted effector molecules are detected not only in the skin tissue, but 

also on the skin surface. Thus, the measurement of effector molecules obtained from 

the skin surface allows inference of physiological conditions beneath the skin 

surface. Among these molecules, proteins including cytokine, in multiplex format 

are of great interest because of their possible role as a biomarker. 

One major approach to profile skin protein is to sample a small tissue from the skin 

surface and dissolve this sample in buffer to quantify protein (figure 1.4). 
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Figure 1.4 Skin tissue sampling methods. a) tape stripping; b) Sebutape. 

 

To detect a set of proteins frequently and accessibly for analysis of human skin 

conditions, which is needed in “assessment”, a detection method that is comfortable 

to the subjects as well as simple to handle for the clinicians is required8,24. Thus, 

efforts have been made to detect cytokines from the human skin in a non-invasive 

manner. One of the widely used method is that employs on skin detection by 

implementing scavenger on the skin surface and adding a protein-soluble buffer to 

an open chamber placed on the skin4,25. This skin washing approach is advantageous 

over other methods that perform sampling the skin tissue, namely, tape stripping or 

punch biopsy, because this technique is non-invasive and, also, no extraction step 

is necessary as the target molecules are readily dissolved in the buffer. In recent 

research, an antibody array targeting cytokines of interest was mounted within the 

buffer-holding chamber or fluid absorbing pad4,26–28. Hence, another assay step was 

removed from the conventional skin washing fluid method, as the target proteins 

were captured and dissolved simultaneously. However, they still are limited in a 
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scalability, targeting only a few proteins simultaneously. 

Among the detectable proteins, there are a few proteins that are under of interest in 

the skin assessment aspect. These protein targets are known to change their 

expression level in the diseased state or engaged in inflammation that is 

compromised in prevalent skin disease such as atopic dermatitis or psoriasis29–36. 

Table 1 Examples of targeted proteins in skin assessment 

Report  Target proteins 

Minematsu et al.    TNF‐a, NGF‐b, MMP‐2   

NR Benson et al.    TNF‐a, IFNc2, CD2, Krt‐16, IL‐12B2, IL‐23A, VEGF   

B. Me hul et al. 

TNF, IL‐12B, IL‐17A, IL‐4, IL‐5, L‐13, IL‐31, CXCL1, CXCL8, 

CXCL10 

A. Mastroianni et al.  VEGF, FGF, MMP‐2, IL‐1a 

Ichiro Nomura et al.  TNF‐a IFN‐g, IL‐1b, HBD‐2, IL‐8, iNOS, IL‐,3, IL‐4 

 

1.4 Thesis object: Contact measurement of skin protein using 
microdisk array patch 

 

Profiling skin secreted proteins that are residual on skin surface can be performed 

in a multiplexed way by skin scavenger technology. However, using scavenger is 

unsuitable for frequent usage in a convenience aspect which is mainly coming from 

its large size. This large size is due to hold wash buffer to dissolve skin residual 

proteins, and it occurs decrease in a spatial resolution of detection as well as the 
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detectability by lowering the concentration at the point of quantification. Therefore, 

miniaturization of the overall feature size is yet to be achieved; one possible 

approach is to utilize a small-size planar antibody array to make direct contact with 

the skin surface without addition of a buffer. 

 

 

Figure 1.5 Schematic of application of microdisk array patch 

 

Microdisk array patch can offer a small size method to detect multiple proteins for 

the skin surface. The size is small enough to deliver frequent application that is 

required both accumulation of data and monitoring of skin condition by giving 

convenience to practitioner and subjects. Moreover, because the array elements 

which is microdisk, can be organized merely by selecting from each bulk and 

mixing, incorporation of microdisks is efficient, not only as regards preparation 
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throughput, but also in terms of reconfiguration flexibility for the elements of the 

array 37,38. Another advantage of incorporating microdisks is that this approach 

provides a better means of controlling the quality of each element, as a small portion 

of microdisks from each bulk can be sampled and tested; this is not possible using 

a printer-based approach. 

In this dissertation, I develop a thumbnail-sized circular adhesive patch with a 

microdisk library array, named microdisk array patch. The patch, having an array 

of protein-capturing microdisks, can grab target proteins directly from the human 

skin surface and quantify multiplexed target proteins through fluorescent 

immunoassay.  

 

Figure 1.6 Schematic of protrusion array of microdisk on adhesive tape 
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To apply the small and ready-to-use microdisk array patch, one merely peels the 

microdisk array patch from the substrate and attaches it to the target skin site. 

Approximately 500 microdisks are present on the microdisk array patch, enabling 

capture of multiple target proteins on the skin surface with tens of replicates per 

target. A microdisk, which is a photocurable polymer microstructure with a silica 

coat, has a shape code on its 100-μm-diameter body, representing the target protein 

of the coupled antibodies. In this work, multiplexed quantification of seven 

different cytokines by the microdisk library is demonstrated. To create a two-

dimensional array of the suspended microdisk library, a self-assembly process is 

used to place the microdisks into a microwell array on PDMS substrate. This self-

assembly of a pooled library of encoded microdisks, which has previously been 

termed “partipetting,” places the suspended microdisks into a two-dimensional 

array in a parallel and scalable manner 39,40. The entire microwell area is then 

covered with circular adhesive tape so that the microdisk array patch is ready to use. 

When a clinician peels off the tape, the self-assembled microdisks are lifted from 

the substrate and transferred to the tape, allowing the microdisk array patch to 

capture skin residual cytokines in multiplex, from different subjects or from 

multiple sites, with high spatial resolution. 

 



Chapter 2 

 

Encoded microdisk  

for multiplexed immunoassay 

 

 

 

 

In this chapter, the encoded microdisk preparation and utilization for multiplexed 

immunoassay are introduced. Microdisk is a technology that has a capability to 

multiplexed immunoassay and thereby has a possibility to be used in conventional 

skin assessment by protein preparation followed by profiling. Fabrication and 

coupling of capture antibody are placed at the first part while second part encloses 

immunoassay using encoded microdisk. Third part of this chapter covers the 

improvement of reliability of immunoassay as well as validation of capability for 

multiplexing. 

. 
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2.1 Preparation of encoded microdisk 

2.1.1 Materials 

Here is a list of matrerials that are used in prepartation of encoded immunodisk 

including fabrication by photolithography, silica coating, surface modifications, 

antibody coupling and blocking as well as immunoassay process: 

Trimethylolpropane ethoxylate triacrylate (ETPTA), Irgacure 1173, 3-

(trimethoxysilyl) propyl acrylate (TMSPA), tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), 

ammonium hydroxide (APTES), Triethylamine (TEA), dimethylformamide (DMF), 

2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES), bovine serum albumin (BSA), 

phosphate buffered saline (PBS), ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), N-

hydroxysulfosuccinimide (sulfo-NHS) and Tween 20 were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich. Capture monoclonal antibodies, biotin-labelled monoclonal antibodies, 

antigens and streptavidin-phycoerythrin conjugate (SAPE) were purchased from 

either eBioscience (IL-1β, IL-1α, TNF-α, IL-17, IFN-γ, SAPE), R&D systems (IL-

6, S100A7) or Abcham (S100A7). Medical grade circular adhesive tape, D-

Squame® is purchased from Evalulab. 

2.1.2 Fabrication of encoded microdisk 

In order to prepare encoded microdisk, there are 3 steps in whole process: 

fabrication of encoded disk-shaped microparticle, silica coating process followed 

by surface modification and capture antibody coupling. In this part, first two steps 
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of whole process are introduced. 

To fabricate micrometer size object in a desired shape, photocurable polymer and 

patterned Ultra Violet (UV) light are employed. Photocurable polymer, ETPTA can 

form crosslink under the presence of photoinitiator, irgacure 1173 and UV light 

exposure. With this knowledge, the mixture of ETPTA and irgacure 1173 are placed 

between glass slides and chrome film patterned photomask that are separated by 

spacer with 20 μm thickness. Because the photomask has the array of pattern of 100 

μm diameter of circle with code consisting of bars and spots, ETPTA is cured as 

the shape of the pattern in the photomask under the UV exposure39,41. 

 

Figure 2.1 Fabrication process of photopolymerization of microdisk 

 

In addition to photocurable mixture, two additives are incorporated in the mixture 

to reinforce functionality of microdisk. One additive is TMSPA for giving a side 

chain for silica coating in followed process. TMSPA can form mesh structure with 

ETPTA and at the same time, it offers methoxysilyl group on the surface of 

microdisk as a silicone-graft, which can be utilized for silica coating in further 
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process. The other additive is PAA-coated Fe3O4 nanoparticles for magnetic 

manipulation. It offers advantageous feature in easy and fast separation in chemical 

reactions42–44. 

Photopolymerized microdisks are then coated with silica by a modified version of 

the Stöber method. This modified Stöber method allows for the direct and rapid 

application of silica coatings onto silicon-grafted microdisk in a single step. This 

process gives the microparticle an affordable basis for chemical modification as 

well as hardness to avoid physical fragility45,46. 

The surface of silica then is functionalized into amine groups by incubation in 10% 

ammonium hydroxide (APTES) in ethyl alcohol (EtOH) solvent during 2 hours. 

Finally, carboxyl groups are introduced by two rounds of 2 hours incubation in 0.8% 

Triethylamine (TEA) in dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent. As a result, carboxyl 

groups are formulated on the surface of microparticles38,47. 

 

Figure 2.2 Schematic of silica coating and surface modification processes 
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Final formation of microdisks are shown in the figure 2.3. Because of iron oxide 

nanoparticles, they show brownish color. Patterns with void volume in a circle and 

a bar shape are easily recognized under the bright field microscopy. They represent 

code 5, 6 and 56. 

 

Figure 2.3 Microscopic image of microdisk. Diameter = 100 μm. 

 

Graphical code compromised with circles and bars are determined by photomask at 

the photopolymerization process. Each photomask bears the array of single-type 

image of encoded microdisk, selected from the code list in figure 2.4. Every mask 

has 30,000 patterns of selected code and by changing photomask at the first place, 

differently coded microdisk can be easily achieved. 
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Figure 2.4 Example code images of microdisk 

 

2.1.3 Capture antibody coupling 

What makes the microdisk enables to quantify target protein is capture antibody 

immobilized on the surface. As an immobilization process, 100 thousands of 

microdisk in 1.5 ml tube firstly are washed twice with MES buffer. Microdisks are 

then activated through incubation with rotation in 1 ml of activation buffer with 50 

mM EDC and 50 mM sulfo-NHS for 20 minutes at room temperature. In here, MES 

buffer offers appropriate reaction condition that decides which lysine residue in 

antibody to be activated48. Because there are numerous lysine residues throughout 

antibody and involvement of specific lysine residue can determine the orientation 

of antibody based on pKa (6.1 for MES). 

Microdisks are then washed once with MES buffer before being incubated with 1 

ml coupling buffer with appropriate amount in mass, regarding to antibody. Finally, 

microdisks are washed twice with MES buffer and twice with PBS before being 
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stored at 4 °C. As a surface blocking step, all coupled microdisks are stored in 1% 

BSA-PBS buffer at 25 °C with agitation overnight before being used in the assay.  

 

Figure 2.5 Antibody coupling process by EDC-NHS reaction 

 

Another consideration in antibody immobilization is the appropriate amount of 

capture antibody in mass. The yield of immunoassay is improved as the amount of 

capture antibody immobilized increased. However, exceeding certain points, so-

called ‘optimal point’, and the yield would decrease. This phenomenon is known as 

steric effect. Excessive amount of capture antibody limits the free space between 

themselves, constraining the encounter between antigen and antibody. 
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Figure 2.6 Schematic that shows phenomenon, steric effect49 

 

On the other hand, the amount of immobilized capture antibody can be visualized 

by attaching Goat of Rabbit anti-IgG antibody that is conjugated with fluorescence, 

such as fluorescein or FITC. Fluorescence intensity rises as the increase in mass of 

participant antibody which is from mouse, however after the optimal mass point, it 

decreases. 

 

Figure 2.7 Validation of immobilization of antibody 
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Therefore, by reading the fluorescence intensity from varying the immobilized 

antibody, optimal point in mass can be determined for single target. This process is 

repeated for every capture antibody to find optimal point for each antibody. The 

amounts in mass of capture antibody for each target for 0.1 million of microdisk are 

in the Table 1 below. 

 

Table 2 Optimal mass for antibody immobilization 

Target cytokine Antibody mass (μg) 

IL-1a 20 

IL-1b 5 

IL-6 5 

IL-17 5 

TNF-g 5 

IFN-g 10 

IL-1RA 5 

 

Result images of fluorescence microscopy are shown in figure 2.8. Measuring the 

fluorescence intensity of FITC gives the chance to control the quality of antibody 

coupling process that may greatly affect the reliability of immunoassay. 
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Figure 2.8 Confirmation of coupled antibody 

 

2.2 Immunoassay with encoded microdisk 

2.2.1 Immunoassay protocol 

After the immobilization of capture antibody to the surface of microdisk, the 

quantification of target protein can be performed. To conduct the immunoassay, 

microdisks are moved from the stock tube by pipetting, into the 1.5 ml microtube. 

A certain concentration of antigen solution diluted in 1% BSA-PBS solution of 400 

μl is introduced into the tube. The tube is then incubated for an hour with agitation 

and washed with washing solution (0.1% BSA, 0.02% Tween 20 in PBS). After the 
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antigen binding process, the microdisks are incubated with a cocktail of 4 ng/ml 

biotin-labelled anti-antigen monoclonal antibodies at 25 °C for 1 h and washed with 

washing solution (0.1% BSA, 0.02% Tween 20 in PBS). Finally, microdisks were 

incubated with SAPE solution (1 ng/ml SAPE prepared in 1% BSA-PBS buffer) for 

30 min and washed twice with washing solution and moved into 96-well plate (one 

well for one patch) for imaging under the fluorescence microscope with 10x 

magnitude. 

 

Figure 2.9 Schematic of immunoassay process 

 

2.2.2 Data acquisition and processing 

Acquisition of immunoassay data is compromised in two steps: the first is imaging 

by fluorescence microscope and the second is quantification of pixel values by 

software. Imaging under fluorescence microscope is conducted by fluorescence 

microscope with motorized stage (Nikon Ti-eclipse). Every sample is moved into a 

single well of conventional 96-well plate, and captured under the 10X magnitude 

in bright field and in dark field. Motorized stage and Nikon software allow to screen 
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whole single well in a 5 by 6 and automatically stitch them as a single image as 

below, in a tagged image file format (TIF). 

 

Figure 2.10 Whole single microwell images from immunoassay 

 

Acquired images of immunoassay sample are then automatically quantified by 

program written in C++, named QMAP® from QuantaMartix Inc. Both bright field 

image and dark field image of a single well are loaded on QMAP® and detecting 

and reading microdisks, both a code and a florescence intensity. Microdisks in 

image are found by applying circle detection algorithm to modified bright field 

image. 
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Figure 2.11 Microdisks are detected from images. 

 

After the detection of microdisks, software proceeds to decoding process. Each 

detected circle in bright field image is cropped and went through the high pass filter 

to distinguish code area in microdisk as shown in figure 2.12 (left side). . Because 

the code schematic composes of two bars for alignment and several circles lying on 

circumstance for coding, software finds a right orientation with bars and a circle in 

center, followed by calculating the angles of position of circles on the circumstance 

of microdisk. 
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Figure 2.12 Decoding and data binding process 

 

After the decoding of detected microdisk, the software puts the position of the 

microdisk on dark field image and measures the pixel values within circle. For the 

measurement, mean value of within 40% in radius is calculated and subtracted with 

average of background intensities. Lastly, the code number from bright field image 

and the mean pixel value from dark field image are coupled and listed into a report 

in a spreadsheet format as shown figure below. 

 

Figure 2.13 Example of data readout 
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Analysis of acquired data also takes an important part in overall process. Because 

every chemical reaction is imperfect, the microdisk has systemic error in 

immunoassay. Therefore, to represent the result of assay properly with these group 

of data driven from a single reaction, statistical analysis is needed. In this 

dissertation, R program is used for statistical analysis of the data acquired. The 

report including raw data of microdisk from QMAP® is exported to R as a csv 

format and plotted as a boxplot. 

  

Figure 2.14 Example of data distribution 
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Again, the origin of outliers is diverse; chemical processes such as silica coating, 

surface modification and antibody coupling cannot be guaranteed its complicity, 

also there should be improper uniformity in immunoassay protocol despite of 

agitation during assay. As a result, when the fluorescence data from 5-fold serial 

dilution reaction is plotted as boxplot format as shown above figure, figure 1.16, 

the group of data points that lie on a lower intensity is found. To look closely, a 

histogram of single reaction is plotted. From the histogram of intensity distribution, 

it is found that the distribution follows skewed distribution with a peak in tail. 

 

Figure 2.15 Histogram of single reaction conducted by microdisk 

 

To have appropriate representing value for a single data set, the peak in tail should 

be selectively removed and there are several standards to classify outliers.  
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Figure 2.16 Skew distribution and representative values 

 

Among these standards, to exclude a tail peak selectively, filter strategy that detects 

the data points outside of 1.5 inter-quantile range. Because the strategy that uses 

mean value, such as detection by 3-sigma results symmetrical removal and it would 

fail to recover symmetricity (figure 2.17). By excluding these outliers, mean value 

can have more solidity in an aspect of representative. 
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Figure 2.17 Histogram from figure 2.16, after the removal of 1.5 IQR outlier  

 

2.2.3 Acquisition of standard curve 

To quantify the amount of target protein by immunoassay, standard curve for 

target is needed. Standard curve is a sigmoidal curve and its formula gives 

conversion between fluorescence intensity and antigen concentration. 
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Figure 2.18 Example of standard curve and general formula 

 

                   y 	                (1) 

 

To have this formula, non-linear regression is usually used based on assay results 

of serial dilution sample. For this procedure, IL-1β antigen solutions with the 

concentration of a series of 5-fold dilution from 200 ng/ml to 12.8 pg/ml are 

conducted with fluorescence sandwich immunoassay. At this point, a reliability of 

immunoassay using microdisk arises as a critical checkpoint. When the 

immunoassay of serial dilution sample is repeated and drawn in line graph, each 

curve shows typical sigmoidal curve with fluctuation. 
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Figure 2.19 4-time repeated serial dilution immunoassay 

 

At the point of certain concentration, the values of 4 repeats have a variation, 

showing low reliability. To proceed the standard curve acquiring step, reducing 

this variation as well as finding the range of variation that is acceptable to skin 

application are needed to be resolved. 

 

2.3 Effect of the number of microdisks on Immunoassay  

2.3.1 Assay reliability and the number of microdisks 

As mentioned above, to utilize microdisk in protein quantification, the reliability of 

microdisk system have to be confirmed. However, in the repeated test in serially 

diluted antigen sample (figure 2.20), the reliability is revealed as limited in value.  
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Figure 2.20 Variation of repeated assay through concentration 

 

The figure above is four repeats of immunoassay using anti-IL-1α microdisk in 5-

fold serial dilution. The concentrations of IL-1α, target protein are 200 ng/ml to 

12.8 pg/ml including no-target-control which is presented ‘0’ or ‘NTC’ in figures. 

As shown in figure 2.20, the repeats are highly fluctuated and calculation of %CV 

among four repeats are examined in inacceptable range. 
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Figure 2.21 Coefficient of variant values from 4-repeated immunoassay 

 

To debug this problem, variation of factors that are involved in whole process are 

explored; thickness of microdisk, quality of capture antibody, lot-to-lot difference, 

etc. Among the factors, the largest and uncontrolled variation is found in the number 

of microdisk in a single reaction. A figure 2.22 is a scatter plot that represents the 

number of microdisks incorporated in each experiment of former 4 repeated 

experiments. The number of microdisk incorporated is varied from 5 to 180, having 

high variation. 
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Figure 2.22 Scatter plot of the number of microdisk in reaction 

 

From this point of view, the variation in microdisk number arise as a main reason 

for the limited reliability. To control the number of microdisk, appropriate ‘window’ 

for the number of microdisk is explored first. 

 

2.3.2 Effect on representative value 

At first, I explore the threshold of the number of microdisk per reaction that is 

reliable enough in an aspect of variation between repeats For this ‘lower boundary’, 

3 sets of fluorescence intensity data from immunoassay of anti-IL-1b microdisk (8 

ng/ml) are randomly, increasing in the number of data points consisting each set. 
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Coefficient of variation (CV) is then calculated by the three mean and standard 

deviation values of each set and plotted with the number of microdisk in X-axis. 

 

Figure 2.23 Simulation of 3-repeat CV along the number of microdisk 

 

As shown in figure 2.23, %CV value of three repeated sets decreases along the 

sample number in each set increases, as expected. Every microdisk measures ideal 

‘real value’ with a stochastic error coming from systematic error in optical system, 

imperfect binding kinetics and variations in physical size of microdisk. This 

‘stochastic error’ is expected to follow normal distribution as the number of data 

increasing; which is claimed by ‘central limit theorem’. According to of Lindeberg–

Lévy central limit theorem (CLT) as formula (2), if the variables are independent, 

identically distributed from an expected finite mean value and variation in large 

enough number, they would follow normal distribution.  
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            √ ∑ → 0,          (2) 

Because the distribution of measured fluorescent intensity is expected to be a 

unimodal and normally distributed, the average of stochastic error would be 

decreased to zero, in a large sample number. 

From the simulation shown in figure 2.23, the decline is exponential and at the 

number of 50, %CV value goes under 10% which is generally accepted value for 

an immunoassay (c.f. %CV for general ELISA is around 5 to 10 percent). Therefore, 

the threshold number of microdisk in a single sample to guarantee the mean value 

as a represent value of sample is 50. 

2.3.3 Effect on antigen-binding kinetics 

As a statistical approach gives a lower boundary in an appropriate ‘window’ for the 

number of microdisk incorporated in a single reaction, there is an upper boundary 

in an antigen-antibody binding kinetics. 

First, I examine an effect of number of microdisk on reaction kinetics. The mean 

values of fluorescence intensity for reaction in 8 ng/ml and 1.6 ng/ml of IFN-γ are 

plotted along the number of microdisk incorporated in reaction. 
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Figure 2.24 Effect of the number of microdisk on immunoassay 

 

As expected, when the number of microdisk is increased, the mean intensity value 

is decreased. It is because the antigen is depleted as the antigen-antibody binding 

proceeded. The concentration of free antigen is decreased as the antigen bound to 

antibody on the surface of microdisk, limiting the speed of reaction. To emphasize 

the relationship between number of the microdisk per reaction and the measured 

intensity, the volume per microdisk is adapted as an x-axis50. 
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Figure 2.25 Effect of volume per microdisk on assay result 

 

The volume per microdisk is calculated by the division of reaction volume by the 

number of data point. As shown in figure above, the intensity measure after an hour 

of antigen-antibody binding is increased as the volume per microdisk is increased. 

The trend of points follows logarithm graph and there is a rapid increases in under 

5 μl per microdisk. When 400 μl of antigen volume is recruited for a reaction, the 

number 5 μl per microdisk can be translated as 80 of microdisks. Because the 

plateau of graph starts around the 5 μl per microdisk, the number of 80 can be 

chosen as an upper limit of the appropriate ‘window’ of the number of microdisk.  
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Figure 2.26 Controlled reliability through various concentration 

 

To control the number of microdisk in immunoassay, the loading procedure has 

revised. Total number of the microdisk in stock vial are traced carefully, and 

loading volume is enlarged enough to avoid high variation. After the modification 

of microdisk loading process, the number of microdisk is controlled to be in a 

‘window’ that is from 50 to 80 by increasing the carrying volumes used in 

introduction of microdisk. As a result, the reliability of immunoassay is improved 

as the %CV values in various antigen concentration are lowered below the 10%, 

which is a generally accepted range51–53. 

Finally, with these data in low %CV, 5-parameter logistic regression is conducted 

by R with package ‘nplr’, and thereby the standard curve is acquired with high 

goodness-of-fit and 95% CI (confidence interval).  
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Figure 2.27 Standard curve achieved by R using 4-repeat data 

 

2.4 Validation with human cytokine mixture 
 

Immunoassay using microdisk that is encoded as well as coupled with capture 

antibody generates hundreds of data points in a single reaction as discussed before. 

To calculate representative value from that set of data, I explored a proper number 

of microdisk per reaction for guaranteed representation by looking in changes in 

coefficient of variance of data and also explored in a reaction kinetics view to avoid 

antigen depletion due to overwhelming number of capture antibody on microdisk. 

As a next step, I evaluate the capability of microdisk in multiplexed immunoassay. 
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Figure 2.28 Example image in multiplexed immunoassay 

 

First, I verify that six cytokine-targeting microdisks had no cross-reactivity. Cross-

reactivity can be occurred if the target proteins share common epitope and at the 

same time, achieved monoclonal antibody that binds to single epitope, is happened 

to be bound on that epitope. There is no approach to simulate or expect the cross-

reactiveness among antibodies. Therefore, the verification across whole possible 

pairs of antibody should be evaluated. The target proteins are human cytokines IFN-

γ, IL-17A, IL-1α, IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF-α, which play several roles in human skin, 

such as inflammation orchestration or barrier’s integrity control. For verification, 

the six kinds of microdisk are mixed together and incubated with a single antigen 

in a 20 ng/ml concentration. The results of the 6-plex assay are shown in figure 2.29. 
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Note that the on-target matches lying on a diagonal exhibited comparable values to 

the others. There is little signal in IFN-γ/IL-1β pair and IFN-γ/IL-6 pair, meaning 

that IFN-γ protein has common epitopes that can be captured by IL-1 β antibody or 

IL-6 antibody. However, because the level of off-target signal is significantly lower 

than on-target, it could be filtered by data analysis. 

 

Figure 2.29 Validation for cross reactivity 

 

After this validation process, standard curves for quantification of each target 

proteins are extracted from serial dilution experiments. Figure 2.30 shows the 

standard curves of each microdisk targeting different cytokines, which are obtained 
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through five-parameter non-linear regression implemented in R software (the red 

line in each graph).  

 

 

Figure 2.30 Standard curves for 6 cytokines 

 

For this non-linear regression, the microdisks are treated with the target cytokine at 

different concentrations in triplicate (the blue dots in each graph). The code and 
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target cytokine are shown in the upper-left corner of each graph. The fluorescence 

intensities vary in an antigen-concentration-dependent manner within a three 

dynamic range (102-105 pg/ml). For the next, I explore the potential of microdisks 

for simultaneous detection of multiple target proteins in a mixed sample. 

 

 

Figure 2.31 Reconstruction of mixed concentration 

 

For the validation, six target proteins are mixed in different concentrations as a 

“mock sample” and then conducted on immunoassay with a microdisk library that 

covers all six target cytokines. The result is quantified in an intensity values of 

fluorescence as ‘measured values’. At the same time, the concentration of each 

target cytokine are calculated into ‘estimated values’ based on the standard curves. 

As expected, the measured fluorescence intensities of the different microdisks are 

similar to the estimated values, as shown in figure 2.33. From this result, the 

capability of microdisk library for multiplexed immunoassay is validated. 
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Chapter 3 

 

Multiplexed protein detection  

by surface contact 

 

In this chapter, the placement of encoded microdisk into planar array by self-

assembly is described. Self-assembly of microdisk is an advantageous approach to 

have an antibody array for an immunoassay that is taking place on the skin surface. 

Appropriate self-assembly method is explored and convective self-assembly is 

employed for this application. Two ways of self-assembly are demonstrated and 

their advantages and disadvantages are discussed. Validation on the capability to 

capture proteins residing on the skin surface is discussed. 
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3.1 Advantage of protein capture by skin surface contact 

 

To profile cytokine expression pattern of skin tissue, widely used method in 

dermatology is to quantify target proteins from the skin protein that is extracted 

from sampled tissue. Owing to development of multiplexed immunoassay methods 

such as bead-based Luminex (Luminex corp.)52, plate-based U-PLEX , and 

(MSD)54, chip-based Ella (Proteinsimple)55 and Microdisk (QuantaMatrix)56, 

profiling multiple proteins, especially cytokines, are easily accessible. 

To utilize these cutting-edge technologies, however, a preparation process for 

protein extraction from skin tissue is necessary. This preparation process leads 

dilution of target proteins into dissolving buffer and this dilution brings overall 

signal lower; even below the limit of detection of sensing method.  

In the case of sampling by filter paper such as Sebutape™, it absorbs sebum that 

harbors skin tissue originated proteins as shown in figure 3.1. This “filter paper” 

then is dipped into dissolving buffer such as PBS to release the target proteins from 

device. At this point, the concentration of protein is happened to be diluted as 

formula (3). 
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Figure 3.1 Dilution factor in protein extraction process 

     Dilution	Factor 	

	 	
1    (3) 

On the other hands, in the case of capturing the antigen by surface contact, no 

dilution step is necessary because the binding between antigen and antibody takes 

place on the surface of skin, eliminating dissolving process. Under this strategy, the 

dilution factor is arisen to unity as formula (4), note that ‘Dissolving Volume’ is 

changed as ‘0’. 

 

Figure 3.2 Dilution factor in surface contact method 

Dilution	Factor 	

	
1         (4) 
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Because sensor that measures target protein encounters a “diluted concentration” 

that is calculated by multiplying original concentration with ‘Dilution Factor’, it is 

advantageous to have greater Dilution Factor. 

 

Figure 3.3 Formation of small reaction chamber by attaching patch on skin 

surface 

 

This change in Dilution Factor is owing to reduced size of reaction chamber. When 

an adhesive tape with antibodies covers the skin, it seals certain area of skin and an 

empty space is created as figure 3.3, leading a small reaction chamber. 
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3.2 Antibody array fabrication technologies 

 

For this purpose, antibody array with adhesive area can be used and preparing of 

antibody array is one of the main part. 

There have been various efforts to obtain array of antibody for the targeted 

proteomic research. As a DNA microarray has largely contributed in genomic 

research, researchers who have been working on antibody array technology expect 

that this supervised protein quantification method elucidates biomarker discovery, 

precise diagnosis and more understandings on etiology of diverse diseases57–59. 

Most straight-forward technology to achieve antibody array is utilizing printing 

device. However, printing device has trade-off in scalability, spot size, integrity 

with cost; for instance, when the size of printed spot is reduced to few microns, 

meaning delivering picoliter volume of sample, the cost of device that can handle 

multiple protein cartridges dramatically increases57,60–62. 

In this aspect, there has been novel researches to generate antibody array in a cheap 

and repeatable manners: DAPA, NAPPA and PISA technologies60 shown in figure 

3.4. 
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Figure 3.4 Examples of antibody array fabrication technologies. a) DAPA, b) 

NAPPA, and c) PISA. 

Although these technologies offer antibody array consisting hundreds of antibody 

within a high-density manner, with reduced cost arisen from utilizing DNA 

microarray, in vitro translation and self-assembly/-addressing regimes, yet, they 

have limitations on complexity in preparation and ingredient.  

In skin protein profiling, however, only tens of target are of interest for the skin 

assessment thereby cutting off the advantage of above technologies; high density 

array of hundreds of antibody within relevantly low cost to biomolecule 

printer32,63,64. 

On the other hand, suspension array that utilizing distinguishable microparticle as 

a solid phase to immobilize capture antibody can be an alternative. The suspension 

array has advantages in feasibility, flexibility and scalability37,65. Most featured 

advantage over antibody array technology is a feasibility or reliability of 
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components that is coming from quality control of microparticle. This approach 

provides a better means of controlling the quality of each element, as a small portion 

of microdisks from each bulk can be sampled and tested; this is not possible using 

a printer-based approach. Moreover, the fabrication of the component consisting 

suspension array is a bulky process and array elements can be organized merely by 

selecting from each bulk and mixing, use of microdisks is efficient, not only as 

regards preparation throughput, but also in terms of reconfiguration flexibility for 

the elements of the array37,38. 

To prepare a small-size planar antibody array, thus, to place encoded microdisk 

carrying antibodies in parallel by self-assembly rather than serially printing, is one 

of the efficient approach. Another advantage of incorporating microdisk is the 

integrity of assembled array coming from pre-addressed position of antibody-

holding microdisk determined by microfabrication of assembly structure39,40,56. 

 

Figure 3.5 Biomolecule microarray fabricated by self-assembly of 

microparticle. Left) array of microdisk56, middle) array of microcapsule40 and 

right) array of microwell dyed by hydrogel carrier39. 
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3.3 Self-assembly of encoded microdisk 

3.3.1 Self-assembly with alginate 

As discussed in section 3.2, self-assembly of microdisk is greatly suit in preparation 

of small size antibody array with tens of target. In this section, self-assembly 

process is introduced. Self-assembly of microparticle is generally conducted by 

capillary assembly assisted by structure. Microparticles, in this case, microdisks are 

pooled as a library and delivered with excessive carrier fluid to array of microwell, 

assisting structure. Because the size of microwell is very fit to microdisk with little 

gap, when microdisks are moved through the microwell area, they are trapped into 

microwell and settled. The thing to think next is to fix the assembled microdisks at 

the position. 

 

Figure 3.6 Process for microdisk self-assembly assisted by microwell 

 

At the first place, alginate is explorer as a carrier fluid. Alginate is natural polymer 
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that is originated from algae and it has remarkable feature that is reversibly 

polymerized by existence of ions. This ionic cue for polymerization is a mild 

enough to avoid inhibition antibody ability to capture proteins. The procedure is to 

assemble a library of microdisk mixed in alginate to microwell array followed by 

applying Calcium ion solution. When calcium ion is introduced to alginate, it is 

cured and formatting gel and microdisks inside are tied at the position. However, 

when the alginate is treated with PBS having +1 ion such as sodium ion, cured 

alginate is melted and thereby release the microdisks. The retrieval of microdisk is 

advantageous in further immunoassay process in the manner of magnetic 

manipulation and evenness in chemical reaction  

 

Figure 3.7 Reversible gelation of alginate in different ionic environment 

 

For the skin application, polymerized and fixed array of microdisks under the 

calcium alginate contacts the surface of human skin. Then the protein-harboring 

biofluid such as sebum is absorbed by void space of alginate and met the antibody 
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immobilized on microdisk. At this point, the antibody-antigen binding is occurred 

on the surface of skin. For the rest of immunoassay process, alginate-cured array is 

dipped into PBS solution, letting the alginate dissolved.  

 

Figure 3.8 Surface contact immunoassay with alginate-assembly array 

 

Whether can proposed alginate-assembly array detect target protein from the skin 

surface by contact is verified. Microdisk targeting IL-1α cytokine is assembled 

through alginate-base self-assembly into microwell array. CaCl2 solution then is 

poured on the array area to polymerize the alginate. Through this process, 

microdisks are place into an array in a high density, resulting small sized antibody 

array. However, the result of fluorescence immunoassay that transduces the quantity 

of protein that is captured from the skin surface to fluorescence intensity, is lower 

than expected or conventional assay conducted in microtube. 
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Figure 3.9 Skin protein detection with alginate-assembly array 

 

To improve this unexpected result, the texture of polymerized calcium alginate is 

speculated under the surface scanning electro microscope (SEM). As shown in the 

figure 3.10, most left column, polymerized alginate has little aperture for proper 

movement of proteins. Literature survey reveals that this is the known problem that 

is reported by P. S. Doyle group. Doyle group introduced the idea of encoded 

microparticle for multiplexed bioassay at the first time, and has been working on 

polymer-made particles. In one research, they used ‘porogen’ to control the porosity 

in polymerization and led improvement in probe-analyte binding yield. Taking this 

porogen idea, poly ethylene glycol (PEG) is compromised to alginate to increase 

the porosity of gel. Because PEG is inert as well as shows no reaction with ions, 

PEG does not take any role during gelation process. After whole gelation process, 

uncured PEG can be removed by washing step. The space that remains after PEG 

removal acts as a pore or channel for protein movement. 
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Figure 3.10 Results of immunoassay with different porogen content 

 

When the proportion of PEG, or porogen is increased as 0 wt% to 100 wt%, 

fluorescent intensity of immunoassay results are arose as well (figure 3.10). 

However, the value of intensity is significantly low relative to the array with other 

circumstance such as original microdisk in microtube or dried microdisk in tube. 

As shown in figure 3.11, alginate-assembly array or “gel model” shows changes 

along the increase of antigen concentration, however when it is compared with other 

results, they have little significance related to concentration (figurer 3.11, red lines). 
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Figure 3.11 Comparison between in tube and an alginate-assembly array 

 

This result reveals that the alginate-based self-assembly prawns uncovered 

problems inhibiting antigen-antibody binding or protein diffusion.  

 

3.3.2 Convective self-assembly and array transfer 

Self-assembly of microdisk is then tried with hydrophilic and non-polymer buffer, 

1% BSA (bovine serum albumin) in PBS, the method known as partipetting. 

Partipetting is a library handling method that incorporates encoded microparticle as 

a carrier for heterogeneous chemicals, liquids, and biological probes. In this 

partipetting method, capillary assembly that uses excessive volume of carrier fluid 

is utilized as section 3.3.1. However, unlikely to former partipetting which the 

encoded microparticle is hydrophobic, or large enough to break out the surface 

tension of carrier fluid, microdisk used in here can be affect greatly by the surface 

tension of carrier fluid. 
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Figure 3.12 Schematics of problematic situations in capillary self-assembly of 

microdisk 

Instead of capillary assembly method, for the microdisk, convective assembly is 

more useful. With the 2.5 μl of carrier volume, appropriate nubmer of microdisks 

are loaded to microwell array substrate and assembled into microwell by a force 

from evaporation 

.  

Figure 3.13 Schematic of convective self-assembly under a few microliter fluid 

 

After this self-assembly process, the microwell arrays are successively occupied by 
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microdisk with the yield of 95.4% and then covered with adhesive tape to tranfer 

the array to the surface of human skin. 

After the self-assembly of a library of microdisk into microwell array followed by 

further drying step to remove remaining buffer, a whole well array area is covered 

by adhesive tape (figure 3.14). This adhesive tape is used to transfer the array of 

microdisks to skin surface. When the adhesive tape covers the substrate with 

microwell array, the microdisk array patch is come into ready-to-use state. 

 

 

Figure 3.14 Process of formation of planar array 

 

To use this patch, or to transfer the microdisk array to the skin surface to cpature 

multiplexed proteins in situ, what user have to do is peeling off the adhesive tape. 

By peeling off the tape from PDMS substrate, an entire microdisk array is lifted off 

from, resulting a protrisive array of microdisk on the adhesive tape. 
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Figure 3.15 Multi-scale images of microdisk array patch 

 

When this protrusive array is attached to skin surface, the binding between antigen 

on skin and antibody on the surface of microdisk is occurring, reducing the step of 

immunoassay. After the 1-hour incubation on the skin, the patch is removed and 

dipped into the tube, followed by sonication to retrieve the microdisks from the tape 

and signal transducing process (figure 3.16). 

 

Figure 3.16 Retrieval of microdisk by sonication 
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3.3.3 Multiplexity of microdisk array patch 

Self-assembly of microdisk, whether the method is convective or capillary, has 

randomness in code distribution, giving uncertainty in code coverage. When a 

library of microdisks, for example 3 types of microdisk as in figure 3.17, are 

assembled in microwell array on PDMS substrate, the distribution of code are 

varied in every case (depicted as yellow, red, blue color in figure). 

On the other hands, the number of every code should be over 50 units to have 

statistical representativity, which is discussed in section 2.3.2.  

 

 

Figure 3.17 Randomness in self-assembly and code distribution 

 

This coverage problem can be guaranteed by calculation on a probability that N 

kinds of microdisk have over 50 occupations within M number of microwell array. 

Because the self-assembly of microdisks follows a Monte Carlo simulation, the 

probability matrix is achieved by 200 iterations on MATLAB (MathWorks). 
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Figure 3.18 Simulated probability to have whole code coverage 

 

Figure 3.18 shows the simulation results in a heatmap format. Left graph shows the 

case on the threshold number (“threshold #” in figure) of microdisk for 

representativity is 50, while right is 30. This threshold number can be changed along 

the quality of microdisk; when the quality of microdisk gets increased, variants on 

immunoassay results decreased leading reduction on threshold number. It results 

the increase in slope of boarder (“Quality of microdisk” in figure).  

The graph gives the guidance to multiplexity. When one uses 1000 microwells to 

cover 10 kinds of microdisk, or target proteins, the self-assembly process offers 

over 50 number of presence for all 10 kinds with almost 100% probability which is 

shown as green color on left graph on the figure.  

According to graphs, usage of higher number of microwell guarantees the coverage 

of given multiplexity. To have higher number of microwell, the integrity of 
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microwell array can be increased by two ways: changing both interval and number 

of microwell in array or decreasing the diameter of microdisk, for example 100 μm 

to 50 μm. 

 

3.4 Validation of protein capture ability by surface contact 

3.4.1 Agar gel with antigen 

 

To verify the ability of microdisk array patch to capture target proteins by surface 

contact, application to in vitro model is performed. However, conventional in vitro 

model in dermatology such as artificial skin stacking of fibroblast layer and 

keratinocyte layer, pig skin, or human skin piece are not suitable to this application 

due to their lack of rigidity and presentation of antigen on the surface. In this 

circumstance, the mixture of agar gel and antigen is recruited as in vitro model. 

To avoid the denaturation of antigen during gelation process of agar gel, low 

melting agar is used. This melt at 65°C and gelling at 25°C while general agar melts 

at 90°C and gelling at 36°C. To form a model skin, 2% low melting agar gel at 70°C 

is mixed with target protein by 1:1 ration in volume and 1 ml of mixture is poured 

in 6-well plate followed by resting at room temperature for an hour. After the 

gelation of low melting agar gel with serial dilution of antigen solution, microdisk 

array patch or filter paper to mimic conventional methodology in skin protein 
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research are applied to the surface of gel mixture and incubated 1 hour in room 

temperature. 

 

Figure 3.19 Surface contact immunoassay on gel-antibody model 

 

The result of in vitro model experiment is revealed to follow the expectation 

reviewed in section 3.1; fluorescence signal generated by microdisk array patch 

shows higher intensity throughout concentrations than one by filter paper. For 

instance, in the gel with 10 ng of antigen, fluorescence intensity from microdisk 

array patch is 3-time higher than that from filter paper as denoted in figure 3.20. 
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Figure 3.20  Surface contact immunoassay on gel-antibody model (continued) 

 

Despite of the concordance of result with expectation, low signal through all 

concentration gives doubt. The possible reason is that the agar gel holds target 

proteins into its bulk space inhibiting the target proteins to be presented on the 

surface. With no alternatives in antigen presenting model, human application is 

followed as a next step. 

 

3.4.2 Direct skin contact method 

With the absence of proper in vitro model, the capability of immunoassay through 

microdisk array patch is verified directly on human skin. The application to the skin 

surface has a simple procedure: peeling off the tape that covers the microwell array 

on PDMS substrate, and then attaching the tape to the skin, transferring microdisk 
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array from substrate to skin. By this attachment, contact of microdisk to skin surface 

takes place and binding between antigen on skin and antibody on microdisk is 

proceeded as well. 

 

Figure 3.21 Application of microdisk array patch to the skin surface 

 

As a preliminary result using the patch, fluorescence signal denoting successful 

capture of target protein on skin is achieved as figure 3.22. Microdisk array patch 

is applied to two healthy volunteers and the intensities of signal are different from 

each other, qualitatively. The reason of this difference is supposed to a personal 

difference, however, at this point, there is no evidence whether the signal comes 

from protein or not.  
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Figure 3.22 Results of singleplex microdisk immunoassay from upper arm 

 

To guarantee that the signal is arisen from detection of protein, the model for contact 

immunoassay is hypothesized as figure 3.23. 

When the patch is attached to skin, adhesive tape covers the skin surface and 

supposes to form an empty volume as shown in figure 3.23, the area colored with 

grey blue. The volume of the empty space can be estimated from the size of 

microdisk and the array. The thickness of microdisk is 15 μm and the diameter is 

100 μm. This microdisk is placed as 22 by 22 array with 100 μm interval. Because 

the array is protrusive, it is expected that there is a gap between adhesive tape and 

skin surface as deep as the thickness of microdisk. From this hypothesized model, 

the volume of void space is calculated as 1.5 μl. 
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Figure 3.23 Hypothesized model for surface contact immunoassay 

 

Based on this calculated number and model depicted in figure 3.23, it is expected 

that a biofluid that is continuously secreted from the skin mediates the diffusion of 

proteins and thereby antibody-antigen binding. To evaluate this model correct or 

not, the key information is a secretion rate of biofluid such as sweat or sebum. 

Sweating rate and density of sweat gland are well summarized in publications by 

Roger’s group66: there are 80 to 400 sweat glands along the skin site and the opening 

of gland is about 30 to 40 μm in diameter and about 50 μl of sweat is serected from 

1 cm2 in every one hour. These numbers can be translated to 100 μl/h per a 

microdisk array patch. This number supports that the hypothesized model is valid 

in the aspect of enoughness on the volume of mediating fluid. 

In addition, there are reports that the biofluid secreted from skin surface harbors 

proteins as well as the level of exsitence is sustained for a long-period17,30,67,68. This 

theory is that the upper most layer, stratum corneum holds the fluids within their 
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intertitial area, and cytokines that are secreted by cells including keratynocyte fill 

the fluid, forming “resovoir” 9.  

The experiment reported by M.K. Robinson, who is a pioneer in skin secreted 

protein detection as well as an inventor of SebutapeTM, shows relatively constant 

level of repeatedly measured IL-1α from same skin site (figure 3.24). 

 

Figure 3.24 IL-1α cytokine detection repeatedly from same skin site9 
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Chapter 4  
 
Application of microdisk array patch  
to human skin 

 

 

 

 

 

In this chapter, the array of encoded microdisk is applied to human skin surface to 

reveal the possibility of microdisk array patch on skin assessment technology. The 

comparison of pattern of captured proteins between multiple skin regions and 

people are presented. Increment of detected cytokine level along the number of tape 

stripping also is measured by application of encoded microdisk array. These results 

show that the microdisk array patch meets the needs required in skin assessment 

method.  
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4.1 Skin secreted protein quantification 

4.1.1 Target protein capture from skin surface 

 

Capture of target proteins on skin surface is performed by microdisk array patch, 

an adhesive tape with array of microdisks peeled off from PDMS substrate. 

 

Figure 4.1 Image and conceptual schematic of planar array of microdisk 

 

When peeling off the adhesive tape from the PDMS substrate, self-assembled 

microdisks are transferred to adhesive surface. Then, microdisk array holding 

adhesive tape attaches to the human skin region of desire and the antibodies on 

microdisks capture their own target proteins, simultaneously. The list of target 

proteins of each microdisk array patch can be changed according to the composition 

of microdisk library. 
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Figure 4.2 Process of microdisk array patch application 

 

After the antigen capture step by incubating microdisk array patch on the skin 

surface, the patch is detached and put into the tube filled with phosphate-buffered 

saline (PBS) followed by 5 minutes of sonication. This process induces detachment 

of microdisk from an adhesive tape and note that if the buffer with detergent such 

as BSA is used, bubbles are generated harming the retrieval yield. 
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Total data point in a result is determined by several factors; assembly yield that 

indicates the ratio of occupied microwell to empty microwell after the self-assembly 

step, so-called partipetting, transfer yield that ratio of transferred microdisk from 

microwell to adhesive tape, and the retrieval yield determined by detachment of 

microdisk from adhesive tape. While assembly yield and transfer yield are nearly 

100% (99.7% and 100%), the retrieval yield is a bottleneck; it is in the range of 

70%. Because the patch used in the experiments has about 500 of microdisk, total 

data points in final per the patch is around 300 which can cover 4 to 6 target proteins 

simultaneously. 

 

4.1.2 Regional differences in cytokine profile 

In the assessment of severity of skin diseases, where the lesions are placed is 

important factor. Patients feel different level of discomfort according to in which 

region the disease is placed and it increasingly affect how much quality of life will 

be limited. In this aspect, skin assessment method has needs to evaluate multiple 

skin site, and for the convenience in clinic, it would be a parallel way rather than 

time-consuming serial process. 

For this reason, after the verification of the capability of microdisk array patch to 

detect skin secreted proteins from the skin surface, the patch is applied to multiple 

skin site to detect difference in cytokine secretion from different skin regions to 
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assess multiple skin regions at once, with minimal inconvenience. For the regional 

difference experiments, microdisk array patch with 7-plex microdisks are attached 

to three regions and incubated for 1 h. Three skin regions cover forehead, forearm 

and abdomen for the first. After this 1 h protein capturing step, the patches are 

removed from the skin and individually dipped into 1.5 ml of PBS.  

 

 

Figure 4.3 Cytokine profiling result from 3 skin regions 
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This is followed by 5 min sonication to detach the microdisks from the adhesive 

layer. After the further immunoassay step mentioned in section 2.3, data are 

acquired by a fluorescence microscope under 10X magnitude. The preliminary 

results are depicted in figure 4.3. 

From this first experiment, yet the fluorescence intensities or concentrations are low, 

7 kinds of cytokines are detected from all three regions successively. The expression 

pattern of 7 cytokines are similar to each other while the magnitudes of each target 

cytokine are different imposing the measured values are relevant to skin region, 

rather than systematic variation of the patch. For the more validation in multiple 

skin site assessment, psoriasin, an antimicrobial protein that is also known as 

S100A7 is measured from eight skin regions based on reference, rather than 3 

regions as before.  

The target protein, S100A7 is known to present in different concentrations along 

the body site. In this experiment, a singleplexed microdisk array patches are 

prepared and attached to the target sites for 1 h. The results show a similar profile 

to those previously reported, e.g., high expression at the forehead. Moreover, during 

a 1 h incubation, the patches are kept to be attached on the surface of skin despite 

of each region has different curvature, humidity, level of motion and texture, giving 
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the possibility to general and multiple application to human skin which is needed 

in skin assessment technology. 

 

Figure 4.4 Protein quantification from multiple regions 

 

For the next experiment, feasibility in multiplexed immunoassay by contact skin 

surface is explored. Same 7-plex microdisks as shown in figure 4.3 are used to form 

the patch. The patch is applied to 3 skin regions, forehead, forearm and axilla in a 
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triplicate. Standard deviation and mean value are plotted to represent the feasibility 

of patch. In the comparison with limit of detection which is shown as black line in 

each graph, measured values of all 7 target cytokines lies above limit of detection, 

which is calculated by mean value of no-target-control added by 3 standard 

deviation. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Cytokine profiling from 3 regions personal differences 
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4.1.3 Personal cytokine profiling and its baseline  

 

Although the microdisk array patch is verified its capability on multiplexed 

immunoassay from the skin surface, examination on the range of detectable 

expression level must be evaluated to have clinically meaningfulness. If the 

detectable range of the patch, decided mainly by limit of detection lies in the outside 

of the actual expression level of human skin in vivo. To figure this meaningfulness 

issue out, baseline of cytokine expression among human skins are exploited.  

At first, multiplexed immunoassay is held on multiple people to measure baseline 

that is measured by microdisk array patch. The method to detect skin secreted 

cytokine is same as previous section 4.1.2. The patch with 7-plex microdisk is 

attached to skin surface, in this case, inner forearm of three healthy volunteers in 

26~30 age male. In most cases, measured level of cytokines are above the limit of 

detection, denoting the patch has sufficient sensitivities except IL-1β and IL-6, 

meaning that proposed patch is acceptable to profile target cytokines except IL-1β and 

IL-6. 
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Figure 4.6 Cytokine profiling from 3 volunteers 

 

For the further validation that whether the detected level of cytokine is sufficient to 

monitor skin condition such as inflammatory skin diseases, reported values of 

targeted cytokines are searched and summarized as table below. 
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Table 3 Reported skin expression levels of target cytokine summarized from 

figure 4.7 

all units are pg/ml IL-1a IL-1RA TNF-a IFN-g IL-17A IL-6 IL-1b 

LOD of submitted manuscript 16.40  2.70  432.96  125.71  12.16  19.89  40.74  

M. Portugal-Cohen et al. (2012)* 6 - 1 - - <1 - 

Kinn, P. M. et al. (2015)  1079.6 160 0.05 0.5 0.2 0.3 2.5 

Orro, L. et al. (2014) 4500 1500 - - - - - 

Falcone, D. et al. (2016) 2000 1000 - - - - - 

Psoriasis patient* 22* - 3* - - 2* - 

Atopic dermatitis patient* 12* - 1* - - 1* - 

 

Above table encloses the summary of baseline or diseased level of skin cytokines. 

All publications utilized skin washing or “skin lavage” approach followed by 

multiplexed ELISA. “-” means no data available. Rows of “Psoriasis patient” and 

“Atopic dermatitis patient” comes from M. Portugal-Cohen et al. (2012) for IL-1α, 

TNF-α, and IL-6 (no exact vales are available). 
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Figure 4.7 Reported baseline of cytokine expression level from the skin of 

diverse human. A) Kinn. P. M. et al. 2015; B) Falcone, D. et al., 2016; Orro. 

L. et al., 2014. 

 

Table 2 and Figure 4.7 show that the measured cytokine level from healthy people 

and the limit of detection values of our patch are acceptable for IL-1α and IL-1RA. 

Although there is an ambiguity in reported cytokine levels which can be arisen from 

different circumstance including sweating, some values of limit of detection from 

microdisk array patch are not acceptable to reported baseline. However, there are 

possibilities to have improved LOD by using high quality capture antibodies and 

decreasing the size of microdisk for better assay quality such as uniformity between 

microdisks. 
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On the other hand, calculated baseline from 3-volunteer measurement in this section 

confirm that baselines of 5 targets are above the LOD except IL-1b and IL-6. 

 

Table 4 Baseline of cytokine expression detected by microdisk array patch 

Target protein LoD (A.U.) Baseline 

IFN-g 40.50 132.67 

IL-17A 52.97 115.67 

IL-1RA 36.40 112.33 

IL-1α 59.06 129.67 

IL-1b 118.67 81.00 

IL-6 79.16 77.00 

TNF-α 35.50 110.33 

 

Combining this result with the report that the cytokine levels, especially IL-1α, of 

“lesional region” of patient with skin inflammatory disease, are significantly 

increased from normal skin region (figure 4.8), it can be inferred that microdisk 

array patch can detect the difference between “Lesional skin” and “Non-lesional 

skin”. Therefore, this patch can take a role as a complement method that offers 

quantitative data of biomolecules to the clinicians by detect the differences of skin 
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residual proteins between “lesional skin” and “non-lesional skin” or time by time. 

 

4.2 Response of human skin in barrier disruption 

4.2.1 Detecting of change in the cytokine profile 

 

In this section, the capability of microdisk array patch to detect the human skin 

response to stimulus is discussed. This ability is essentially required in assessment 

technology because of an importance to judge the effect of therapy. Among the 

various in vitro stimulations such as histamine iontophoresis69, applying 

irritants64,70–72, UV exposure73,74 and poking allergens75,76, tape stripping16,24,29,77 

that induces acute skin barrier disruption is used for its safety, convenience and 

reliability.  

At first, inner forearm region of healthy volunteer is stripped with adhesive tape 

various times and microdisk array patches are applied. Among the seven target 

cytokines, the concentrations of TNF-α, IL-1α, and IL-17A dramatically change in 

response to an increased number of tape stripping while IL-1RA and IL-1b slightly 

and gradually increase, as shown in figure 4.9. These three cytokines are known to 

be expressed in skin barrier disruption or acute inflammation. IFN-g and IL-6 show 

little changes along the increase in the number of tape stripping33,63,78,79.  
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Figure 4.8 Changes in expression under the tape stripping 

 

From this result, it is revealed that the microdisk array patch can read the changes 

in cytokine expression under the various level of stimulus. In addition, because the 

inflammation is a common phenomenon in many skin diseases such as atopic 

dermatitis, detectability in inflammatory cytokines have readily efficacy as a skin 

assessment technology. 
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4.2.2 Detection in a high spatial resolution 

 

The small size of microdisk array patch enables multiple skin site applications that 

is necessary in clinic. In this section, pivoting the object to skin research area, the 

possibility as an improved skin protein detecting method is explored. 

The main idea is to apply the patch in a spatially integrated manner. To demonstrate 

this high spatial resolution detection using microdisk array patch, tape stripping is 

applied in a few-centimeter-resolution array, which cannot be resolved by 

conventional methods due to the large size of total feature. 

Figure 4.9 is a demonstration of skin protein detection with a high spatial resolution. 

The inner forearm region was divided into a grid, 4 x 2 or 6 x 3, and each section is 

stripped with adhesive tape in a different number. Because the divided grid covers 

same area but with different in the number, the spatial densities of the patch differed, 

as 8 patches were applied in a 6 cm x 2 cm area in the first case, while the second 

case involved 15 patches in 4 cm x 2 cm area, having higher spatial resolution. The 

digits in the figures 4.10 and 4.11 indicate the repeated number of tape stripping 

repetitions, and the circles in the figures represent the applied microdisk array patch. 

As expected, the results from each section yield intensities corresponding to the 

repeated number of tape stripping, indicating that microdisk array patch has the 

potential to detect skin residual proteins with centimeter resolution. 
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Figure 4.9 Image of application for high resolution detection 

 

In details, the former experiment of 2-cm interval is depicted in figure 4.10. The 

skin area in inner forearm is tape-stripped with the number of 0, 1, 3, 5, 7, or 10 (‘0’ 

is not represented in figure). The stripped area is noticed with red square and the 

saturation of redness denotes the strength of stimulus which is concordant to digit 

in left-upper side (upper row). After the tape stripping, the microdisk array patches 

with a single kind of anti-IL-1α microdisk are attached at the stripped area to 

readout the response. The patches are attended for an hour and retrieved for further 

immunoassay process. As shown in lower row of figure 4.12, readout of IL-1α has 

same pattern with the strength of stimulus. More number in stripping results on 

more expression of IL-1α cytokine. Interestingly, the skin site seems to have been 

influenced or affected by neighboring site. In the comparison between (4 cm, 2 cm) 

position and (4 cm, 0 cm) position, while the former position that is placed between 

‘5’ and ‘3’ region show lighter color in heat map, the latter neighboring with ‘10’ 
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and ‘1’ has brighter, or more expression level. I think that this result represents 

highly comprehensive nature of skin organ1,80–82.  

 

Figure 4.10 Reconstruction of 2-cm interval stimulus 

 

When the interval of stimulus gets closer, leading high spatial resolution with 1-cm 

interval rather than 2-cm, the result becomes more comprehensive. The tape 

stripping stimulus is employed as well but with a different pattern (upper row in 

figure 4.11). In this experiment, unexpectedly, the readout pattern of inflammatory 

cytokine, in this case IL-17A, shows difference with stimulation pattern (lower row 
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in figure 4.11). Among 3 sites of strength of ‘10’, only a middle site shows the 

highest value in total readout while other two sites have lower value; even lower 

the ‘3’ case. In some sites, the microdisk array patch can reconstruct the stimulation 

pattern, however, in other sites such as (4 cm, 2 cm), (1 cm, 0 cm) or (0 cm, 2 cm) 

are failed to readout the stimulation.  

 

Figure 4.11 Reconstruction of 1-cm interval stimulus 

 

However, it cannot be concluded that this failure in reconstruction is up to the 

microdisk array patch because there is no knowledge in the case of skin stimulated 

in a high spatial density. There would be a cross talk between skin tissue, the 
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influence from extravasation or nerve response in common dermatome. That means 

the further researches and literature surveys are needed in skin assessment within a 

high spatial resolution.



 

Chapter 5 

 

Conclusion 

 

5.1 Thesis summary 

 

In this dissertation, I present a new encoded microdisk-mediated immunospot array 

that is enable to quantify multiplexed target proteins by contacting human skin 

surface. This technology can capture multiple target proteins that is secreted from 

the human skin by encoded microdisk to be directly contact the skin surface and 

quantifies target proteins by fluorescence-assisted sandwich immunoassay after the 

retrieval of microdisk from the array. An employment of antibody-coupled 

microdisk as an immunospot and self-assembly technology greatly reduce the total 

size of the immunospot array. This reduced size allows to measure the profile of the 

proteins secreted from human skin in high spatial resolution, which cannot be 

compromised by conventional skin surface protein detection technologies, as well 

as to give convenience to both practitioners and subjects. 
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In chapter 1, I describe the importance of skin assessment and the profiling skin-

secreted proteins. Especially, the importance of protein profiling in inflammatory 

skin diseases is introduced under the circumstance of deeper understanding in their 

etiology and development of biologics. Lastly, the main concept of this dissertation 

that utilizes antibody-immobilized encoded microdisk as well as assembles them 

into planar array is described as ‘microdisk array patch’. 

In chapter 2, the development of the encoded microdisk is introduced including 

encoded microdisk preparation, single- or multi-plexed immunoassay using 

microdisk. The encoded microdisk is made of photo-curable polymer and fabricated 

by exposing patterned ultra violet (UV) light. Capture antibodies for quantifying 

target proteins are coupled to each encoded microdisk corresponding to shape code 

consisted of void bars and spots. Immunoassay protocol is also described as well as 

automated data acquisition. To increase feasibility in immunoassay, the effect of 

the number of encoded microdisk that is participated to single reaction is discussed. 

As a result, multiplexed immunoassay is conducted from 7 cytokines mixture with 

proposed encoded microdisk. 

In chapter 3, exploration of self-assembly method to place encoded microdisk into 

planar array is described. To develop the self-assembly method that is suitable to 

skin application, two examples of microparticle self-assembly are referred and two 

ways of self-assembly are demonstrated. As a result, method that transfers self-
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assembled encoded microdisk array is chosen to further analysis and evaluated for 

the ability to capture target proteins from the surface human skin or skin model. 

In chapter 4, an application to human skin surface is demonstrated. One 

demonstration is that compares the profile of 7 kinds of cytokines from the multiple 

regions of human skin at the same time. Three skin regions including axilla, 

forehead and forearm are compared as well as ten regions for single target protein, 

S100A7. The difference in profile between people is also demonstrated. For the 

next, I evaluate the ability to detect the protein expression change in skin as a 

response to stimulus, especially barrier disruption by tape stripping, while 

increasing in spatial resolution of detection. 

I believe that the patch technology proposed in this dissertation will provide a 

simple and comfortable method of detecting skin secreted proteins for both 

clinicians and subjects, and contribute to accumulation of information on the 

profiles of skin residual proteins, thereby allowing interpretation of the 

physiological condition of the skin beneath. 
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5.2 Future work 

 

Although the ease accessibility of the skin, diagnosis and therapeutic decision 

making of skin are sometimes fail. It may come from lack of understanding on 

etiology of skin diseases and ambiguity of ocular assessment, as mention in 

introduction of this dissertation. In this aspect, proposed microdisk array patch can 

have a value in the fields below: 

• Protein-based diagnostic tool for objective assessment on diseased skin 

such as psoriasis 

• User-friendly tool for investigating the relation between human disease 

between sweat-borne proteins in supervised manner 

• Robust tool for mapping the spatial distribution of certain protein 

concentration (i.e. AMPs) on various skin sites such as lymph node 

• Complementary tool for interpreting the changes in protein profiles in an 

mouse skin disease model bypassing sacrifice 

 

As a specific example, it is known that chronic skin disease severely affects the life 

quality of patient; the adverse effect of skin diseases overwhelms even cancer or 

diabetes. 
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Figure 5.1 Impact of chronic diseases on patient’s quality of life 

 

Such a high impact of chronic skin disease can be resolved by advance in 

assessment technology. The report that many patient feels failure in matching 

between their symptom and clinician’s prescription reveals that conventional skin 

assessment strategy has to be improved. 

With the proposed microdisk array patch of this dissertation, I believe that objective 

skin assessment based on multiple protein quantification would be possible. 

However, there are little report on the data of skin secreted proteins from various 

skin regions, groups and therapies. 
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Figure 5.2 Iterative management cycle of chronic diseases 

 

For the accumulation of theses protein profiles, what should be conducted are  to 

standardize the skin application protocol which is highly affect by subject’s 

circumstance, circadian rhythm and daily habits as well as explore the  

detectability of microdisk array patch in  patient whether it can resolve the 

differences between patient and healthy person or response along alternating  

treatments. 
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국문 초록 

항체가 부착된 코드화된 미세원반 어레이 

패치를 이용한 피부 분비 단백질 

프로파일링  
 

 

오 동 윤 

협동과정 바이오엔지니어링 전공 

서울대학교 

 

 

 

 

본 학위 논문에서는 피부 표면에 존재하는 여러 단백질을 동시에 분석

할 수 있는 작은 크기의 패치를 제안하였다. 이 패치는 단백질의 다중

분석이 가능한 microdisk의 자기조립을 통해 만들어진다. Microdisk는 

지름 100 μm, 높이 15 μm의 원통형으로, 표면에서는 단백질을 붙잡을 
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수 있는 항체가 부착되어 있으며 원과 막대 형태로 새겨진 코드는 서로 

다른 microdisk를 구분가능하게 해주어 단백질의 다중 분석이 가능해진

다. 본 논문에서 제시된“microdisk array patch”는 microdisk를 1 x 

1 cm 크기의 microwell array에 자기조립한 후 원형 접착 테이프에 전

사하여 만들어진다. 이때 만들어진 패치는 1.6 cm 지름의 원형 테이프 

안에 약 500 개의 microdisk가 양각 어레이 형태로 배치되어 있는 형태

이며 이러한 작은 크기로 인해 수 센치미터 간격의 적용이 가능해진다. 

실제 적용으로는 본 패치를 신체의 여러 부위(팔 안쪽, 이마, 겨드랑

이) 또는 서로 다른 세 명의 사람(팔 안쪽)에 붙여 피부 상에서도 7 종

류의 단백질(IL-1α, IL-1RA, IL-17A, IFN-γ, TNF-α, IL-6, IL-1β)

을 동시에 측정할 수 있음과 패치의 측정가능 영역이 피부 위에 실제로 

존재하는 단백질의 발현 수준과 부합함을 확인하였다. 또한 패치를 신

체 8 군데에 동시에 붙여 피부 위에 존재하는 psoriasin 단백질의 양을 

측정하는 실험을 진행하였다. 뿐만 아니라 피부에 테이프를 붙였다 떼

어냄으로써 피부에 일시적인 염증을 유발한 후 그로 인한 사이토카인 

발현량의 변화를 제안된 패치가 감지할 수 있음을 확인하였다. 사이토

카인 발현량의 변화는 테이프를 이용한 자극의 횟수에 따라 변화함을 

보였다.  

본 논문은 여러 종류의 단백질을 피부에서 정량화하는 손쉬운 패치에 

대한 연구를 담고 있으며, 이 패치는 시술자와 피-시술자에 불편함을 
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야기하지 않는다는 점, 여러 단백질을 동시에 측정할 수 있다는 점에서 

피부 유래 단백질의 프로파일 정보의 축적을 촉진하는데 기여할 것으로 

기대된다. 
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